
Artistic Truth, Historical Truth: 
The "Faction" Film and the Falklands War 

W t h  lies in the nuances. 

-Anatole France 

Ever since Leopold van b k e  and other members of the Berlin 
School began their methodological revolution, history has 
generally been regarded as necessarily distinct h m  drama and 
literature. 'Few historians today, to be sure, would agree with 
W e  in asserting that the historian can be entirely objective, 
can "&I1 it like it was"; but a31 essentially literary-dramatic 
approach to the writing of history, characteristic of those who 
wrote about the past from Thucydides in Ancient Greece d m  
to Macauhy in mid.19th century England, has virtually 
disappeared 

Whatever school of thought has tended t~ dominate since the 
days of Ranlie, @eat emphasis has always k e n  laid on critical 
analysis of sources, and the idea of wri- about the past in 
literarydramatic form Bml y rejected I-Iistov, though perhaps 
no longer on the verge of becoming one of the social scierlces as 
it was in the 1960s and 70s, is still not viewed by its practitioners 
as a true mtl Certainly no modern historian would admit, as did 
Macaulay, that his or her work was most strongly influenced by 
the writin& of a novelist (in Mamlay's case the great historical 
novelist, Sir Wdter Scott). Many historid dramatists and other 
writers, moreover, even prior to the b k e m  revolution, have 
tended to be intimidated by claims to &eater f a d  validity 
made by historians, and (at least until comparatively recently) 
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have been apt to accept that the aocurate recreation of the past is 
not truly their vocation2 

Occasionally, however; attempts are made at what one 
commentator has aptly &termed '%order crossings? whereby the 
histotical rules of evidence are relaxed in order to allow for 
water freedom of expression. The results, howwet; are often 
subject to a good deal of uncertainty and confusion on the part of 
observert+not errtirely surprising given that the frames of 
reference for literature, poetry, and d m a  on the one hmd, and 
history on the othes, have become so divorced over the past 
century or so. M y  objective here is to analyze three highly 
controvessid "faceion" television plays dealing with the 1982 
Falklands War as a means of understanding more clearly the 
nature and effectiveness of both art and history in relation to 
wars of the past-not least the Falklands War itself. 

Written in the mid-198% the three television plays were all 
based on documented episodes: hence the "docudrama" or more 
common "faction"labe1 used by the British media Thmbledown 
was the story of a very badly wounded Scots Guards officer; 
Resurmcted, the tale of a private in the same regiment who 
suffered from shell shock and later ostracism by his comrades; 
and The Falklands Play, a re-creation of the war at Cabinet 
level! 

The three plays, sponsored by the drama departments of the 
BBC and (in the case of Resurrecteq Channel 4, were generally 
portrayed by the playwrights concerned as dramatic 
representations of wartime events sather than as precise 
recreations in the documentary tradition. On the other hand, a11 
three plays involved, to a greater or lesser extent, extensive 
research into the recorded events that were being represented. 
Quite what such a hybrid "faction"fm of representation 
entailed in the way of adherence to historical fact in relation to 
dramatic license was not entirely dear to either critics or 
defenders of the plays; but in spite (or hecam) of this lack of 
clarity, all held strong opinions about the results. 

Critia, many of whom had voiced doubts about the media's 
cove* of events during the Falklands War, accused the BBC of 
manipulating history by cancelling the pro-war Falklands Play 



and sponsoring the anti-war % m b k d m .  Tan Curteis? 
scriptwriter for The Faklands Play, let it be known that he had 
been asked to "falsify the historicd record" by cutting certain 
scenes favorable to Mrs. Thatcher and inserting others, and when 
he had refused, the RRC had suddenly cancelled the entire 
project in 19877 IV hen 7I.m b l edom was screened in May 3988, 
conservative critics were outraged by the depiction of Lt Robert 
Lawrence and those around him in the battIe for Tumbledown 
Mountain as well as hi slow, painful, and only partial recovery in 
England. The combat scenes, including the wounding of 
Lawrence himself, were quite graphic, and the story of his 
subsequent treatment by the medical authorities in England an 
indictment of how Britain treated its veterans. Resurrected, with 
its own graphic scenes of battle and bullying within the S m t s  
Guards, was viewed in a similar gigfit during production and 
when sereend in September 1989. 

Michael Shersby (Conservative MP for Uxbridge) argued in 
Parliament that the EBC and Channel 4 had mixed "fact with 
fiction" in aid of "putting the heroism of our troops in a bad light' 
a view which John Stokes (Conservative MP for Halesown and 
Stourbridge) shared. The day following the broadcast of 
l h m b k d m ,  he a n e l y  explain& to the media that "I can only 
think that the underlying point is to undermine the sacrifices and 
heroism which enabled us to repossess the FdMand Islands:' 
adding: "It is, in my view, another enrnple of the BBC stabbing 
the nation in the back' Similar outrage was expressed over 
Resurrected, which was seen as more of the same 
anti-establishment, pseudohistorical. propagadah 

Supporters argued that none of these claims were true. The 
hllzhnds Play had been cancelled because of the upcoming 
General Election, the outcome of which might be unfairly 
influenced by repwentations of still-active politicianenot least 
Mrs. Thatcher herself-and also because of dramatic flaws which 
Curteis had refused to correct. As  for l h m b l e d m ,  it was, in the 
words of Robert Corbett (Labour spokesman on broadcasting), 
"a drama, not a documenw' yet was at the same time-to 
quote a long-time critic of the war, Tam Ddyell-'h powerful 
indictment of the horrors of war-not least Mrs. Thatcher's w d t 7  
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As for &surrected, it was, in the words of one film rwiewer, a 
legitimate attempt to expose the shallowness of jiwistic 
patriotism and "a more general reflection on the corruption of 
the ignorant by the military machine and mentality"" 

Whatever the truth concerning moellation of The Fhlklands 
Play, it, like l b n b l e d m  and Resurrected, was controversial 
not only b e m e  of then m n t  political considerations, but 
dso because neither critics nor supporters seemed entirely clear 
about the de&ee to which the scripts were history or drama, fact 
or fiction. To supporters, the smipts were a legitimate form of 
factual representation; were, in essence, representations of the 
truth. 7b critics, the smipts were-ven the two final productions 
and the apparent attempts to manipulate the script of the 
cancelled play-illegitimate attempts to mix fact with fiction, the 
result being falsehoods. 

What, then, are we to make of these "faction" f h s ,  a form of 
historical representation but also a form of drama? Where does 
"fact" end and "fiction" begin? The plapwights themselves, alas, 
are not much help. Ian Curteis, for instance, has insisted that his 
works are plays, not "dramadocumentary or historical 
recorstmction,'' yet seemingly contradicts himself when he 
insists that "all the Sac& I took from authoritative printed 
sources" and that all he dws is "the interpretation and 
guesswork": in essence the historian's task: A spokesman for 
Channel 4, speaking on behalf of playwright Martin Allen, 
insisted that "Our film [Resurrected] is only inspired by Philip's 
story. It does not retell itl'lW~mparison of the plot with Williams' 
own memoirs, however, reveals that, as mitics assumed, 
Resurrected was "factional" rather than ficti~nal.~' An andysis of 
the content and writing of ZhrnRle-, &mwectd, and The 
Falklands Play may help us understand more clearly the nature 
of such endeavors and their relationship to both art and history. 

Of the three plays, both T u m b l e d m  and The Falklands Play 
were the results of extensive research: essentially historical 
research Ian Curteis, author of The Falklands Phy, read 
gracticdIy everything that had been written on the war, pored 



over the parliamentary debates, and interviewed as many 
diplomats, MPs, and others as he could over the course of abut  
sixteen months. 

Charles Wood, author of T h m b k d m ,  was meanwhile 
conducting extensive inteniews with ex-Lt Robert Lawrence and 
members of his family, from which he was to write a screenplay 
that reproduced the war and postwar experienoes d one 
disabled vetem. Many names were changed for legal reasons, 
but LBwrence remained the protagmist and it was his story that 
was being recounted. Both plays, in s h o ~  were extensively 
researched and written with authenticity in mind--one at the 
level of government, the other at the level of a single individual. 
Martin Allen's Resurrected adhered sather less closely tn 
remembered experience than did the other plays, its subject, 
ex-Pvr, Philip Williams having far less contact with the film than 
did Robert Lawrence with Yhmbledm.  It  was recognized by a 
however, that Resumcted was still very much Williams' story.'" 

All three plays, then, were adhering to a greater or lesser extent 
to the ground rules of historid representation accepted by the 
historical profession: research cmpled with a degree of 
interpretation. As for the dramatic component, the raism d '&re 
for writing the plays in the first place, each story around which a 
script was built contained m c h  inherent drama 

In the case of Curteis' The Faklands Play, the reaftismation of 
all that was great and good about Britain that he saw the war as 
representing was naturally dramatic. The tense debates in 
Cabinet, the behind-the-scenes maneuvering in the UN Security 
Council, the ringing speeches in the House of Commons, the 
symbolism of a British fleet once more being dispatched in 
freedom's cause, all were the stuff of High Drama To take one 
example among dozens in The FalkEandq Play, there is Act One, 
Soene 73, recreating part of the emergency debate in the House 
of Commons shortly after the Argentine invasion. 

PM: prs. Thatcher] " . . . The people of the Fdkland 
Islands, Zike the people of the United Kingdom, are an 
i s l d  race. Their way of life is British, their allegiance is 
to the Crown. They are few in numbeq but they have 
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the right to lice in pace, and to choose their way of Me 
and their degiance. I t  is the wish of the British people 
and-(she smites the dispatch lmc in mphsk)--it 
is the duty of Her Majesty's Government to do 
waything we can to uphold that right!" 
Sks i t s ,  to Wagrewnent jkm all sides o f t h e  
/muse. I" 

Curt& d d  also Iatch an to more idiosyncratic e w e s ,  less 
grand but squally d i v e  of Britain at its best-such as the c h i c  
undemtatements of the Minisbry of Defence press officer (UNSEEN 
REPOWER: 50 we wm?! We've retaken South Eeorgia?! IAN 
M A C D O N U  considers this highly twqnhbw q.tles#imjm a 
numzent. FmmtuaIIpUCDONALD V ; d y ] l :  Yes.)I4. Or the 
implied &termination to "muddle thou&" inherent in the 
foIlwi@ scene (@ah a direct -on of a documented episode): 

ACT I, Scene 51. EXT WHITEHALL 

ADMIRAL LEACH [Chief of the Defence w, infull 
admiral's u n f m ,  papers in h d ,  dashes aEong 
the ~ ~ n t f m r n  the Ministry of Defence to the 
H m e  of Corn-, ha&fscampq havm, 
namby missing tm&- are entmwd by 
this Gdbertiun 

There was much, therefore, in the historical record on which 
Cwkeis could draw for dramatic impact, both in terms of dialogue 
and also in terms of visual imagery, such as footage of the sailing 
of the main units of the fleet from Portsmouth amid cheering, 
fla-waving mwds. 

The subject material of Charles W d  was equally Iaden with 
dramatic potential, though with a rather different kind of drama 
in mind-tragedy. Robert Lawrence and the rest of 2Bn, Scots 
Guards, had been pulled off the syrnbulicdy loaded task of 
guarding the abwer of London and sent off to fight in one of the 
more inhospitable parts of the planet-two mky, cold, 
rain-sodden, virtually treeless islands in the South AtIantic. The 



sheer barrenness of the Fdkland Islands, the inescapable 
backdrop to the Soots Guards' a s s d t  on Tumbledown 
Mountain, sewed to emphasize the futility of the fight for contmE. 

As for the actions of Lawrence himself, there was even greater 
dramatic potential. Bloody hand-to-hand grappling in the dark; 
the bayonetting of arm Argentine soldier who repeatedly d l e d  
wt, "please, please!"; disorienting noise and flashes; a younger, 
shell-shucked offices with tears streaming down his face calling 
out, "Don't go on. It's too honific"; all climaxing with Lawrence 
reaching the summit of the mountain in full blood lust and 
shouting out "Isn't this fun?", only to be struck down moments 
later, as if for hubris, by an Argentine sniper's bullet. The bullet 
removes a quarter of his brain and leaves him paralyzed down 
one side (hut fully awake &mu& the ordeal of being deared 
from the battlefield and operated on in an abandoned 
meatpacking plant). 

Sophocles himself mdd hardly have asked for better material. 
The very name of the mountain itself-Tumbledown-was 
evocative. The actor Colin Firth, who played Robert Lawrence, 
later recounted how during filming of the battle sequences 
"Robert stopped having nightmares and I started having them:'" 
Moreover, ance the scene shifted to England, it was easy to 

juxtapose the jingoistic, flag-waving public celebrations of victory 
with Lawrence's personal and difficulties with Army 
bureaucracy. All in all, the personal history of Robert M n o e  
was ideally suited to dramatic reconstruction, 

Martin Allen, in writing Resurrected, could draw on many of 
the same scenes of battIefield homr Guardsman Williams had 
served as a stretcher bearer before king knocked unconscious 
by a shell blast, and had witnessed much blood and pain. The 
hazing Williams received once reunited with his regiment in 
Enaand after his comrades had suspected him of cowardice was, 
moreover, naturally mevocative of the worst sides of British 
military and class culture: both tried an6 true dramatic themes. 

Thus faq then, it would seem that the requirements of 
drama-or, more accurately, theatrical drama-did not conflict 
with an accurate historical representation: the subject matter 
contained the basic elements required. Yet on closer inspection 
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this apparently natural and fruitful relationship between theatre 
and histatical fact is not all that initially meets the eye. 

The playwrights concerned were not unaware that their own 
outlook inevitably affected their work; that, at some level, they 
were interpreting other people's experiences through the prism 
of their own values and prejudices. Curteis, who had written 
several other historical television plays which took a nationalistic 
apgmch to wm, was quite candid in the preface to she published 
version of The Falklands Play abwt his support for the 
government's actions. 

Nothing had prepared me for the sheer galvanizing 
absorption of the subjec~ I couldn't wait to get to my 
desk each morning. Just as the crisis itself touched a 
central nerve in the nation's psyche in 1982, so it 
electr&d me. This was not shallow jingoism, but the 
dramatic rising to the surface once more of the values 
and issues that we on these islands hwe cared most 
proudly about down the centuries, and on which our 
civilized freedom rests.I7 

Charles Wood, in writing Thmbledm,  had an equally strong, 
but rather different perspective. His earlier plays had also dealt 
with war as a theme, but from a highly critical stance. A 
newspaper interview he gave at the time of the controversy 
suggests that as with Curteis, his screenplay was in part an 
expression of his own fundamental beliefs. 

It  wood is rereported to have said of T b m b l e d m ]  has 
a deeply political message that war is futile. The 
subversive message is think twice before you elect to 
serve in an army.. . , Is it right to ask people to die, 
particularly for something like the Falklands? It didn't 
seem right to me . . . I want people to start questioning 
what it is we &dlH 

And much the same was true of Martin Allen's smipt for 
RRSumcted.'" 



In and of itself the fact that three playwrights imposed 
themselves to some extent on their subject matter is not 
damning Few historians would m e  that complete impartiality 
is practicable. Consciously or tmconsciously, bias is always 
present in the necessary act of interpreting evidence. Like the 
playwrl&t, or indeed the historid novelist, filmmakeg or per, 
the historian is part of what he Or she writes, and to a greater or 
lesser extent is commenting on the present as much as on the 
Pmt- 

Yet there are stil indications that in writing their screenplays 
Curteis, Wood, and Alen approached their subject matter from 
an essentially dramatic, rather than historical, perspective; 
something which fundamentally changes each play's 
relationship to the past in comparison to an historian's product. 
h points, I wodd suggest, generally distinguish the writi@ of 
historical drama by playwrights from the writing of history by 
historians; points of divergence which when applied to the 
Falklands 'faction' films help place them in proper context The 
key issues, closely related, are the differing conventions of drama 
and history, and even more important, differing philosophid 
perceptions between historims and dramatists as to the nature 
of the historical world. 

One of the central differences between drama and historical 
writing is the time b y :  Dmma, whether on stage or on film, is 
constrained by time limits in a way that an historid monograph is 
not. Both hms of historical representatim involve temporal 
wmpresion; the oomeying of wmetirnes quite complex attitudes 
and events through a few ilImmtive sentences or scene changes to 
k p  within the parameters of convention-convention which in 
both instances involves holdins the attention of the audience 
h@ change and flow, and avoiding stasis. What differentiates 
film drama is the degree to which this is so. What can be conveyed, 
say, in a 100,000 word monograph, which may take days to read, 
has to be imparted on the sac or on film in a matter of h m .  
Even when one takes into account the added impact of 
surrounding v i s d  stimuli (which have to be laboriously 
teereated in %word pictures'' in monoffraphs), there is less morn 
for maneuver in drama The main themes of the play, its 
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underlying messages, have to be conveyed clearly and 
(comparatively) quickly Hence, to rake one recent example, the 
complex attitudes and policies of Fhsident Kennedy toward black 
people are reduced in Oliver Stone's Rlm JFK b a single 

Brnporal Brnitatfon, however, forms only part of the way in 
which differences in convention pmduce different results. To a 
greater or lesser degree, historical drama since its beginnings in 
Ancient Greece has tended to fall into one of a variety of shifting 
literarydramatic forms: the W c ,  the panoramic, or the 
ceremonial, for instance, plus variations; all infused with what 
IIerbert Lindenherger has identified as "heroic magnitude? Like 
limits on time, the forms historical drama takes (forms which, 
incidentally, have loose counterparts in the historical novel2'$, 
can curtail the degree to which it reflects the ambguities and 
complexities of the historical record. Even the contemporary 
documentary drama of 1960s experimental theatre, whose 
authors claimed were able to apprehend reality directly, were so 

To take a more recent exdmple, an attempt by Canadian 
filmmaker Brian McKenna to tell the story of RCAF bomber 
crews in World War I1 was widely criticized for the way in which 
actors were sometimes used to portray historical figures (some of 
whom were still dive). '3b heighten the impact of a story which 
McKenna saw as a tm&dy, a combination of direction and editing 
of historically accurate dialogue was used to seduce the 
sometimes quite subde and complex attitudes of aircrew and air 
staff to the level of, respectively, innocence and evil 
Like the FalWmds authors, McKenna was propelled by the needs 
and conventions of drama to manipulate the historical record, to 
bend, trim, and cut, in order to make events of the recent past fit 
the litemy-dramatic mold, 

This is not to suggest that the FalMandc plays are 
onedimensional, or lacking in subtlety (as is unfortunately the 
case with the Death by Moonlight episode of McKenna's 



three-part drama-documentary series for the CBC, The Vahr  
and the Horn) .  For instance, Turnbkdwem carefully reflects 
the rather ambiguous attitude of both W d  and his subject, 
Robert Lawrence, tow& heroism and Rritish military culture. 
Ian Curteis also sought balance t h u &  stressing that there were 
those both inside and outside the Cabinet who did not aree with 
the policies of Mrs. Thatcher: 

At the same time, however, for all playwrights, there remained 
a need to manipulate events to some degree to make points 
within the constraints of the dramatic medium. In The 
&&lands Play, which took on a 'ceremonial' form reminiscent 
of Henry V, nobody, not even the heroic Prime Minister, -Id be 
diowed to be long-winded, while the verbal and physical 
mannerisms of hostile or neutral charactem such as junta leader 
General Leopoldo Galtieri or Alexander H e  (the US Secretary 
of State), were deliberately e-erated to the point of near 
P ~ Y  

As for Zhmbkdom, despit;e the close collaboration between 
Robert Lawrence and Charles Wood, there were episodes in the 
film which departed significantly h r n  Lawrence's own record of 
events to save time or, more significantly, to avoid watering down 
the Sophoclean t a e d y  of the story. Perhaps the most telling 
exarnple was a conversation between Robert Lawrence and his 
parents in hospital shortly after his return to EIlgland. In their 
joint memoir, Robert and his father made it: clear that when 
Robert began to my that "It wasn't worth ie he was referring to 
his standing up on TumMedown Mountain and-so he thought at 
the time-getting not only himself but many other members of 
his platoon needlessly shot. In the script, and to an even greater 
extent in the film, these words are presented as meaning that he, 
and his parents, now thought that the war had not been worth the 
samifices it entailed (which was not the case, at least at that 

In addition, if Lawrence's version of events "played" better 
than the recollections of other soldiers and civilians involved in 
his story, then it was always his version which took precedence in 
Wood's script. To emphasize the returning veteran's ostracism at 
the hand5 of atn uncari% society, for example, i t  was useful to 
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portray Robert's girlfriend in his own terns: that is, as a typical 
empty-headed, shallow Sloane Ranger. This portrayal deeply 
upset both the youfig woman and her rnothet; who thouglq with 
some justice, that it was a travesty of the truth. Similarly, it was 
only the threat of a Iibel suit which got the BBC to cut the 
emotionally compelling scene of another young officer 
crying-an episode which others present believed Robert had 
got quite 
The way in which dramatic convention led to a degree of 

manipulation of the historical record was most blatantly 
apparent in the third Hm, Resurrected, which Philip Williams, 
the film" "inspiration:' found greatly distorted his experiences. 
As he put it in his own memoir, 

I think they were . . . hoping their film would get the 
same publicity %mbledown did, having a right go at 
the Army, and the Smts Guards in particular, without 
bothering about the truth too much. They didn't seem 
to think that what I had been thmugh was bad 
enough. I oouId just picture them sitting amund a 
table saying, 'Shit, is that all they did to him? That 
won't make axmyone talk about our film. Let's make 
this and that happen. Really give the Army some 
stickz" 

Such dramatic license, however, did not affect the vdue of the 
final product in the minds of the ptaywri&ts' concerned, or 
indeed most drama critics. The reason, closely linked te the 
playwrights' owrl wiIlirlgness to manipulate the known facts, was 
a conception of the past and its reconstruction which differed in 
certain fundamental respects from that of most contemporary 
historians. 

A s  dready noted, historians are aware that they inevitabIy 
impose their own values and prejudices on the subjects they 
study, and that a completely objective account of the past is 
impossible. There still exist, however, rules of evidence, and 
while theoretical speculation as to the nature of the past and the 
historical enterprise oontinuefito a point where m objective 



past and its recovery become more and more problematic and 
the border between history and fi~im increasingly bIutryZ7-the 
history writing profession, in practice, generally still holcls to the 
idea that there exists a real distinction between acceptable and 
unacceptable manipularjon of evidence?" 

Attempts to apply Fmdian theory to the lives of figures from 
the past in the 1960s and 70% for instance, have tended to consign 
full-blown "py~hohistory~b the realm of speculative psychology 
rather than history, precisely bemuse the mles of evidence and 
interpretation employed in psychoanalysis are not tho,= of 
history?y That a recent attempt at the blending of an historical and 
litemydmnatic approach to the past by the historian Simon 
Schama should he subtitled " U n w ~ t e d  Sp~~at ions"  indicates 
the prevailing attitude that the representation of "fact" (the 
province of the historian) must be distinguished from the meation 
of "fictionn (the realm of novelists, poets, playwrights, and 
nondocumentary filmmakern)."' 

Such a distinction, hwveveq is not fully recognized in 
contemporary historical drama and literature. In response to the 
implicit claim that post-Rankean, smme-oriented history 
possesses a greater degree of reality in relation to the past than 
the older, literary-dramatic tradition, writers of historical drama 
and their supporters [including some historical noveIists, 
filmmakern and post-structuralists) have maintained that the 
value of their own efforts Iie in how they, through a mixture of 
direct evidence, metaphor, and irnenative reconstruction, can 
illuminate the true nature of what the author of another 
oonmversial "faction" film, David Edgat; has characterized as 
'the human sod" in a way that conventional history ultimately 
canrlot 

Since the past is never entirely recoverable, and representing 
the past is necessarily a subjective process, Lmch an approach is 
bath legtimaw and, furthermore, not shaded to unduly ri@d 
rules of evidence in seeking to apprehend the reality of human 
thought and behavior (either past or present)."' The bio&aphical 
fantasies of composers' lives created by Ken Russell on film can 
perhaps be seen as an extreme manifestation of this attitude to 
historid re-creation; an attitude perfectly expressed by the 
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drama critic hereley Baxter when he criticized the writer of an 
historical play dealing with the life of Mary Queen of Scots in the 
following terms: "As a student of history he has a deep respect for 
accuracy, but as a playvvright he should know that accuracy is the 
very death of [artistic] self expression.''32 

Viewed in terms of this distinction, the h e  Falklands plays, 
despite the time devoted to historid research by the playwights 
concerned, fit mope easily into the literary dramatic meld than 
the historical in terms of a priori assumptions about the past. A 
raid into the historian's territory from the Iiterary side of the 
border; in short, something which the playwrights seemed 
subconsciously aware of in their statements disavowing any 
claim to be practicing the historian's crak as would an historian. 

Whether this kind of border crossing is legitimate, whether 
one accepts the literary-dramatic interpretation or rejects it is in 
the end a matter of philosophical taste: either an affinity for the 
artist's perception of the truth, or that of the (orthodox) historian. 
One person" boborder crossing is another" breaching of an 
inviolable frontier. Tmth perhaps lies in the eye of the beholder. 
On the other hand, it may well be that it is the degree to which a 
certain way of Iooking at past events, a certain frame of reference, 
achieves resonance in contemporary society which is the 
ultimate test of history 

Of the three plays here considered, Tl~mbledwetn has already 
achieved the status of a minor war classic-it has been hailed as 
"the central dramatic text of the Falklands campaign""-and it 
may quite possibly take its place beside those essentially literary 
works, including stage plays such as Journey's End and Oh! 
What a Lwely War, which have done so much to shape popular 
perceptions of the First World War : perceptions which m l v e  
around the futility and waste d human We and have proven 
immensely resistant to the efforts of military historians to project 
a more "balanced" view of events."' 

Zhm bledown was re-broadcast on the tenth anniversary of the 
battIe, and much of what was published commemorating the war 
in May 1992 carried an equally bitter message. The Falklands 
War, despite the fact that land engagements lasted only a few days 
at most and casualties on the ground for both sides were 



remarkably light (at Tumbledown, for instance, the Scots Guards 
suffered no fatal casualties and ody three wounded), had dearly 
been set in a papular h e  of reference which emphasized the 
sordid and horrific over the valorous and patriotic. "Home to 
nightmares, anxiety attacks, tranquillisers and sleeping pillc as 
Ian Stewart, for example, formerly a rear-echelon officer in 45 
Commando, wrote in far from atypical fashion in The Scotsman 
on the tenth anniversary; adding somewhat revealingly, 'And I 
hadn't had that hard a time:'" 

It is even possible that the cancellation of The Fa2khnd.s Play 
had less to do with politid considerations than with the fact that 
Gurteis>patriotic themes were out of step with the prevailing 
tendency to represent war as inherently pointless. Like 
lhmblledweun, his play had its antecedents, such as the smipt for 
the 1942 film In Whit h We S e m ,  a thin1 ydisguised portrayal by 
Noel Coward of the career of Lord Louis Mountbatten-who was 
indirectly involved in the production-aboard the destroyer 
HMS Kelly."b But these were works set in the Second World 
War--a conflict which has generally been viewed, even by those 
usually opposed co war as an instrument of policy, as morally 
j~tified:'~ The Falklands War was another matter entirely 
The BBC, interestingly, let it be k n m  off the record that 

senior drama executives had simply thought The Falklands Play 
"a bad plaY:'+'"espite the fact that it differed little in terms of 
theme and approach from Curteis' earlier Churchill and the 
G m a l s .  In the preface to the pubIished version of the latter 
play, Curteis explained that he had sought to portray ChurchilI as 
'k magnificent, rounded human fim, the @atest Englishman 
of the centurf' a view to which the BBC took no exception in the 
context d the Second World War, but which when transferred to 
Mrs. Thatcher and the Falklands War seemed artistically 
inappropriate. Despite the fact that the BBC had sponsored the 
writing of the play in the first place, what Curteis pduced-a 
patriotic celebration-appeared out of step with the more 
pervasive literarydramatic tendency to p o m y  war as sordid 
rather than noble. Hence the attempts to force Curteis to take a 
-more cynical line in interpreting British government motives. 
l h r n b l e d m ,  in short, had a stronger litermy-philosophical 
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heritage outside the parameters of World War 11 than The 
FbEklands Play (which, if production had been completed, could 
well have been savaed by the miti*. 

Artistic truth, in summary, may in the end be more powerful in 
shaping our collective memory of the Falklands War than "mere" 
history, which in its mare highly evolved forms becomes 
increasingly obscure to the uninitiated Something which 
enmes the emotions, allows the audience to identify with the 
protagonists, is often more compelling than an accouat which is 
based on distanced, "obje~tive'~ reasoning alone; and a good 
dramatic representation can shape popular perceptions far more 
successfully than any impartial assessment, however true to the 
known facts the latter may be. 

Few would argue, br instance, that the combined efforts of 
academic scholarship have been able effectively compete with 
Shakespeare's hugely engaging but factually inaccurate portrayal 
of Richard III as evil incarnate? and it is worth noting that the 
immense success of the historical epics produced by Hollywmd 
in earlier decades of this century was in large measure due to the 
way in which the writers and directow concerned were willing to 
manipulate the historical record in order to pander to the 
audience's wish for emotional identifi~ation.~' AS Lord 
Rees-Mogg gloomily concluded in surveying the power of 
television, "language appeals to reason, images appeal to 
emotion."" 

The same a n  usually be said concerning the public impact of 
portrayals of war--not least the Falklands War- by dramatists as 
against the work of historians over the last fifty or sa yew.  I t  is a 
sign of the power of theatre that Brian McKenna decided to use 
actors instead of on-camera interviews in his recent film on 
Canadians in the RCAF in order to heighten the impact on the 
audience. He did not want, in his ewn rather dismissive phrase, "a 
bunch of old guys talking," but dramatic f i w s  with whom a 
television audience could empathize.42 

Of course, one might legitimately coui~ter-argue that what the 
majority accept as real thmugh "suspension of disbelief' is 
anything but prima facie evidence of truth: indeed, if one were to 
take this line of argument to i t s  logical conclusion, then figures as 



zealously narrow-minded as Robespierre and Henry Ford were 
expressing profundities when they respectively characterized 
history as "fiction" and "bunk." And yet, mythcal though it may 
be in certain respects, the power of sophisticated historical 
drama-not least on film in "faction" form-should not be 
underestimated Marshall MacLuhan has tau@ us that the aims 
and effectiveness of the medium are what, in the end, determines 
the power of the message. 
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